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• Organization led by CEA
  • Aurélien Degrémont, Jacques-Charles Lafoucrière, Stéphane Thiell
  • Karine Binard, Marie Herpin

• Website hosting
  • GSI

• Technical program
  • Thanks to all speakers!
  • Program committee
    • EOFS
    • OpenSFS
LAD’12 – Lustre Workshop

• New workshop acronym: “LAD”
  • Stands for “Lustre Admins and Developers workshop”
  • Major international Lustre event organized in Europe

• 20 technical presentations (17 in 2011)

• Attendance among expectation
  • 89 attendees (63 in 2011) from 17 countries!
  • 35 organizations (27 in 2011)
LAD’12 – Planning

• Monday and Tuesday
  • All presentations will take place in this room (262)
  • Coffee & lunches in rooms nearby (269, 234)

• Take a look at the printed workshop guide
LAD’12 – Social Events

• Cocktail reception sponsored by DDN
  • Today at 6 PM in lunch room

• Social Event Dinner at the Eiffel Tower
  • Tonight at the “Restaurant 58”
  • Entrance tickets will be provided today (NEEDED to take the lift/elevator)
  • Optional meeting at 8 PM near the Tower’s East Pillar (Restaurant flag)
  • Service starting at 9 PM
Wireless Internet

• Free wifi is access available at La Maison de la Chimie
  • SSID: ****
  • Password: ****
• The presentation slides will be available on EOFS website:
  • http://www.eofs.org/?id=lad12
Thank you –
Let’s start!